Shorter production cycles and more individualization
Shorter production cycles, more individualization and increase in production – these have been the main topics in
production for many years. For a long time now no two vehicles in the automotive industry have been alike.
Lot size 1 in assembly has long since become reality.
Basic

Decentralized control based on cyber-physical systems (CPS)

Intelligence and sensors integrated in all things – the »internet of things«

Future assembling is not controlled centrally and linear any more,
but self-organized and decentralized. A CPS can support
both highly automated and manual processes.

In the »internet of things« all things are provided with
sensors and a certain degree of intelligence: cameras
and motion detectors capture the surrounding area,
RFID-chips carry and convey information about goods,
quantity and destination.
.
Loading aids inform vehicles
about their destination and navigation systems process
trafﬁc information to create new routes and
arrival times.

Comfort HIFI

ETA 17:34 CET
Delivery 6868117
Load Parts No.
A30582
B60143
C7070687
D33348
E71696
F30888

individual customer‘s order

Smart Micro Factory for electric vehicles with lean production planning

1025

Trafﬁc jam in the area of
Dortmund occurs on highway
B1 as well as downtown.

10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000

Theoretically
possible number
of variants

Partly cloudy, occasional rain.
No severe weather conditions
or impairment expected.

The pallet knows its owner,
condition and destination.

Status quo: The classical, centrally controlled automobile production
High efﬁciency with simultaneous diversity of variants are already dominating the industry. Classical program-planning
systems and assembly line production are comparatively complex, highly inﬂexible and require long lead times. Todays
method of automotive production planning centraly controls the manufacturing process down to the smallest detail
of the daily schedule.

€1.000.000.000
1.500
10.000

Approx. costs for a new automotive plant

Cyber-physical systems and ”Industry 4.0“

Professionals for central planning

20.000
200

Basic variants in the model range

Parts and components per vehicle

The intelligent box knows
its content and destination.

Average and
empirical value
of the Fraunhofer IML
based on a large
manufacturer.

Assembly stations request the
required parts automatically.
The warehouse reacts.

Information ﬂow

An ERP system (Enterprise Resource
Planning) is an extensive software for
resource planning of a whole company.
Ressources

An AGV delivers new parts
into a warehouse. The loading
aid informs the AGV about
its destination.

Weekly planning

Line 1

Present production planning with an available
multi-variant ﬂow production consists of a
combination of highly efﬁcient assembly lines
and a comprehensive IT infrastructure for
central planning—a decentralized control
system of material ﬂow is currently not
provided. Especially the upcoming production
of electric cars is placing demands wich can
no longer be met by present production
planning:
• Shorter production cycle times
• Increased individualization
• High adaptability due to volatile markets
and unforeseeable technological developments in e-mobility.
Though simultaneous or linked information
processing of highly diverse sensors is a
present research area, mechanisms enabling
the interaction between sensors, information
and process management are still missing.
The new approach of this interdisciplinary
research and development project therefore
consists of a decentrally controlled production system based on the “internet-ofthings” concept where installation parts and
parts to be assembled ﬁnd a way from one
machine to the next autonomously.
Cyber-physical systems enable a continuous
data communication which guarantees a
close, even external communication with
suppliers on a global level.
For the ﬁrst time SMART FACE connects the
information ﬂow with the actual material
ﬂow by using embedded systems, creates an
easily extensible production process and
enables a distinctly “leaner” planning.

Who takes decisions in the CPS?

What happens for example, if an assembly station becomes inoperative
due to a technical defect? A centralized control-system and
rescheduling is not necessary in a CPS: The system
reorganizes decentrally and self-organized.

In the »internet of things« objects are equipped with a certain degree of
intelligence. What exactly is this intelligence and how does it control the CPS?

Plant 2 Plant
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JIT

RFID

JIS

Just-in-time The correct
amount delivered at the
right time.

Daily planning
MO.

The term “Industry 4.0” stands for the
fundamental paradigm change from a
centralized to a decentralized, augmented
control with the objective of a highly ﬂexible
production of customizable products and
services.
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Firmly planned resources

The AGV knows its load. It is not
required at the defective station any
more. The AGV recognizes the new
demand automatically and navigates
to the compensatory station.

# Parts available
# AGV requested

The scheduled compensatory station
is still in use and is not available as a
compensation station.

Changes in the planning
process only possible
by changing the sequence

A
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A technical defect occurs at the
assembly station. Other stations are
informed automatically.

Re-planning
B
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Agents — tiny decision makers in the CPS
The agent is a software, which runs on the particular parts of the
cyber-physical system. The software-agent processes the
information provided by the connected sensors. Based on complex
rules the agent decides how to react on speciﬁc information.

# Order accepted
# Parts loaded
# Delivery starts
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A nearby station is available and takes on the
order automatically. This information is shared
in the system. The required parts are requested.

7
Off-plan emergency deliveries

# Overheating noticed
# Order aborted
# Repair requested

# Receive: station in use
# Station busy
# Send: busy

D
The compensatory
station ﬁnishes the
assembly. The
vehicle will be
delivered.

# Vehicle arrived
# Stock of installation parts low
# Send purchase requisition
# Warehouse reports order OK
# AGV reports: order accepted
# AGV reports: supply in transit
# Assembly starts...

# Send: compensatory station sought

The unﬁnished vehicle requires
transportation to the compensatory
station. A nearby AGV takes on and
ﬁnishes the transport.

C

Deliveries
JIT/JIS

Each device in the CPS holds sensors and
microchips. Sensor-data and microchips
enable autonomous decisions.

Just-in-sequence The correct
amount delivered at the right time
and in the right sequence.
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The initiative “Industry 4.0” of the German
government aims at preparing the German
industry for the future of production.

So classic borders between sectors and
industries disappear, while new, comprehensive action ﬁelds and forms of cooperation
arise. Value creation processes change and
the labor division along supply chains is
getting reorganized. An increase of intelligent
skills will enable the handling of complex
tasks autonomously. The integration of new
dimensions in the virtual reality of the
internet will be of major importance: Intelligent, networked sensors and 3D-technology
enable a reliable image of the environment
and the communication among intelligent
objects.

An AGV delivers requested parts
to the assembly stations
automatically.

Decreasing number
of planning possibilites
Planned
deliveries
JIT/JIS

GPS

The units inside the CPS receive data from the cloud and
send information themselves: incoming orders, full
system capacity, forecasts, weather data, inventory data,
location information, trafﬁc, etc.

Decision paths in the cyber-physical system

“SMART FACE” within the
future project “Industry 4.0”
After the ﬁrst three industrial revolutions in
the past, from mechanization of manufacturing plants up to the use of electronics and IT
for further automatization of production, the
German economy now has to prepare for the
fourth industrial revolution based on cyberphysical systems.

RFID

The AGV knows its task list and
drives to its destination when
requested.

The vehicle is almost completed. It is
already known which parts are
missing and at which assembly station
the ﬁnal assembly will take place.

www.smartfactoryplanning.de

GPS

RFID

The assembly station knows the upcoming
orders and their priorities. The station can
slow down or accelerate orders. It captures
the status of its “neighbours“ and acts
accordingly.

Long-term delivey
contracts and
delivery quantities

Research-project “SMART FACE”

Sensors and intelligence

Enterprise- and planning-data
from the enterprise-cloud

Staff

Relatively great number
of planning possibilities

Plant 1

An AGV knows its destination
and communicates with other
AGVs: No queues or collisions
occur.

Some parts are available at the
assembly stations. The station orders
new parts in time. The warehouse
system even knows the stock outside
the warehouse.

Monthly planning in the ERP system

”SMART FACE“—The production of the future is
customized, decentralized and self-organizing.

Each unit of the CPS only receives the
information which is necessary for its
tasks. Other information is unnecessary.

The assembly station reports
when the vehicle is prepared
for the next assembly step.

Automated guided vehicles (AGV) deliver
material and parts.

An automated guided
vehicle (AGV) knows its
freight and its priority. An
urgent delivery has priority,
other AGVs receive this
information and reduce
their speed.

Planning
possibilities

The warehouse system knows its stocks,
even the ones on the roads. The warehouse
also receives information about the order
situation. The warehouse system orders at
the supplier and knows when supplies arrive.

Information ﬂow in
the cyber-physical system runs
parallel to the material ﬂow.

Optional equipment orderable

How production, products and services operate
in the multidimensional internet of the future.

Finance

The truck can chose the best route to its
destination and provides information
about load and arrival time for other units
of the CPS. This inﬂuences in turn
autonomous decisions in other parts of
the system, e.g. the warehouse or
.
factory of the destination.

#
#
#
#
#
#

Station available
Receive: requirement
Process possible
Send: stand-by
Negotiation...
Send: delivery OK

# Send: compensatory station sought
# Receive: station available and suitable
# Negotiation: order transfer...
# Successfully transferred
# Waiting for repair
# Status: station not ready

Trafﬁc, deﬁciencies, strikes,
sickness, absence rate, technical fails,...

Production orders for individual
small batch series

Increasing complexity and individualization require new, ﬂexible
methods of production planning, especially for batch production.
SMART FACE converts the organization of daily scheduling
processes into a self-organized cyber-physical system.
Concept and design: Rainer Bressel, Fraunhofer IML

